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The Honeycutters

"Me Oh My"
Organic Records

The Honeycutters are from Asheville, North Carolina, and describe their music as “Appalachian Honky Tonk.” The band is a
vehicle for lead singer and songwriter Amanda Anne Platt whose voice as been described as “perfectly unadorned” and
“recklessly beautiful.” I just discovered the band with their new release—their third studio album--Me Oh My. This fourteen-song
collection is full of gentle, country roots-flared folk songs featuring Platt’s clear voice supported by her bandmates’ peddle steel,
mandolin, bass, and drums. Platt’s lyrics are subtle and thoughtful. This CD grew on me the more I listened to it. I especially
liked “All You Ever,” “Jukebox,” and “Me Oh My.” Most of the songs are gentle ballads. The one tune that really does kick up the

“honky tonk” flavor is “Ain’t It the Truth” about a woman sticking with her cheating man. Platt is a talented writer and this release showcases her gifts.

Joshua Palmer

"Metacognition"
Patuxent Music 269

Joshua Palmer is a young mandolin virtuoso from Alabama who has produced his first solo album of instrumental and vocal
tunes. Surrounded by talented bluegrass musicians, Palmer has created a solid album of bluegrass/newgrass tunes on the
Patuxent label. Although his vocals aren’t exceptional, I still thoroughly enjoyed the six original tunes in which he sings the
lead, especially “Train of Tears,” “Hammer Down,” and “Owl’s Hollow.” But the real beauty of this album is his instrumental
numbers that make up seven of the thirteen tracks. “Metacognition” and “Apollo 11” are complex, interesting, melodic
instrumentals that reminded me of the “newgrass” style of Strength in Numbers or David Grisman. I also liked two nice

mandolin duets he wrote and performs with Taylor Baker. I was impressed with this young artist’s skill in composition and execution. A very solid debut album.

The Steel Wheels

"Leave Some Things Behind"
Big Ring Records 004

I’ve been touting the Steel Wheels as the real deal ever since I heard them in concert in 2011 and reviewed their then latest
album. I’ve recommended every one of their CDs since then, and Leave Some Things Behind is no exception. Bandleader and
chief songwriter Trenton Andrew Wagler has a distinctive voice that defines their rootsy sound. It has a gritty, gravely character
that you either like or you don’t, but there’s no denying its authentic passion. “Heaven Don’t Come by Here” and “Promised
Land” sound like turn-of-the century spiritual songs with four-part harmonizing vocals. Those two songs alone are worth the
price of the album. I also liked the clawhammer banjo-punctuated “Find Your Mountain.” Wagner is a prolific writer and this

band has really caught people’s attention in recent years with their passionate performances and constant touring. These guys “leave nothing behind” when they
take to the stage. Once again I recommend the Steel Wheels’ latest.

Robert Earl Keen

"Happy Prisoner: The Bluegrass Sessions"
Dualtone

Veteran singer/songwriter Robert Earl Keen is now three decades out from his debut album. His latest album--his18th!-- is
Happy Prisoner: The Bluegrass Sessions. He describes in the liner notes that is lifelong love of bluegrass taught him how to
feel music as well as hear it. For this album he gathered some stellar musicians and says, “we played bluegrass in a tiny room
until it shook and the music washed over us.” Keen has an earthy, coarse voice that complements the loose, rootsy feel of this
album. I liked his treatment of the Richard Thompson song “1952 Vincent Black Lightning” and Bill Monroe’s “Footprints in the
Snow.” There is a nice duet with Peter Rowan called “99 Years For One Dark Day” about a man twenty years into his life

sentence for shooting his woman. Another nice duet features Lyle Lovett in the Jimmy Rogers’ tune “T For Texas.” Keen isn’t the first musician to record a
bluegrass album after a career of recording other types of music. I’m sure this recording was a labor of love. It’s worth checking out.
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